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FerroNATS Best Case: “Employees are FerroNATS’s strategic value and more 

valuable asset” 
The professional development of its staff is one of the company's cornerstones. FerroNATS enables its employees 
to focus on their professional development, encouraging them to acquire new knowledge and skills. 
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Southwest Best Case: “manage in good times as though we were in bad times” 

Southwest sees the quality of the relationship as the most essential success factor, making a deliberate and 

conscious effort to share goals and work as team, finding common objectives and synchronizing all the departments 

of the company. 

HiPAir “Best Cases” 
 

The 3rd project newsletter presents a summary version of the 8 best Cases identified by the HiPAir consortium. 

The entire description of each one of the companies referenced as good examples of HPWP implementation is 

available on project website, Facebook page and Linked in group.   

Global Training & Aviation (GTA) Best Case: “GTA Team: NO LIMITS” 
Global Training Aviation stands up for technological excellence.  At GTA all the company acts as a single seamless 

team with a common motivational element called “NO LIMITS” that boosts the individual professional development 

inside the company. 

 

Pratt & Whitney Rzeszów Best Case: Changing the organizational culture & crating 

sense of pride 

The TECHNO TOUR program of Pratt & Whitney acquaints employees with the key specialties and technology of 
the organization, stimulating their activity and strengthening their sense of pride in belonging to the company. 
 

MTU Best Case: MTU ”CookBook” or How to develop a corporate culture from the 

scratch around common values of our employees? 

MTU is an example of how to successfully integrate the different standards of attitude, work and values within a 

company. The new MTU cooperate culture pivots on two main values collaboration and healthy life style. 

GroundForce Best Case : “We handled people” and “make it happen”. 

Groundforce redefined its values matrix to achieve the need to "be closer" and "reach further". In order to evolve, 
change culture, and promote a sense of belonging GroundForce created a highly qualified and continuous process 
of training, qualification and certification. 

 

FTB LISI Aerospace Best Case: LEAP Project - Lisi Excellence Achievement Program 

The LEAP Project aims to involve employees to every application/step at all levels in the company. It puts in place 

work standards produced by the process workers and promotes self-solving solutions. The LEAP project has benefits 

that can be turned into positive attitudes. 

 Fokker Elmo Best Case:  “The Golden Idea System” 
Golden Idea System is an initiative that aims to continuously improve all functions and involve all employees, 

providing immediate results. The objectives of this program are to humanize the workplace, to eliminate overly 

hard work and to teach people how to perform experiments at their working position by using the scientific 

method.  
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